Finding and Updating Your Video Drivers
Windows 7 and Vista

Click on the Windows logo in the lower left part of your screen.

Click on the word “Control Panel” in the fly-out menu.

Click on “System and Security” (in red circle in the image).
In the Control Panel Home page, click on the word “System” (in red circle in image).

Click on “Device Manager” in the left hand column (in red circle in image).

Click on the small arrow to the left of the word “Display Adapters”. This will show the name of your video card.
Your computer may not have the same name as this example. That is ok. NVIDIA is one manufacturer of video cards. There are many manufactures meaning that the name you see may be different.

Double click on the name below Display adapters in this case it is “NVIDIA Quadro NVS 140M”. This will open the Video Card Driver Properties Screen.

Click on the “Driver” tab (in red circle in image).
In the Driver tab, click on “Update Driver” (in red circle).

Click on “Search automatically for updated driver software” (in red circle in image).
This search can take a few minutes.

If you receive this screen, you have the most current video card files that Windows can find, and you do not need to do anything else.

If your drivers are not found, and you receive this screen, you will need to do one of the following:

Laptop & Net Book: Go to the support page at the laptop manufacturer's website.

Desktop: Go to the video card manufacturer’s website and look for updated drivers that can be downloaded and installed.
If updated drivers are found, the system will automatically install them.

Congratulations you now have up-to-date drivers!